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Bangsa Adat AHfuru 

Mr. Chairman, 
Indigenous Brothers and Sisters, 

Allow me first of all to thank DOCIP for the documentation training that I had the privilege 
to follow on behalf of the Bangsa Adat Alifuru. This Hundoc documenting training is an 
essential tool in the data base system for all Indigenous peoples. I strongly recommend 
therefore this training to all my Indigenous brothers and sisters. And I urge DOCIP to 
continue with this important training. 
DOCIP's indispensable work in all UN' Conferences for Indigenous peoples is greatly valued 
by all of us. 

The main theme of this year's Working Group is "Indigenous Peoples and Conflict 
Resolution". A theme that strongly appeals to all of us since we are Indigenous Peoples and 
are mostly coming from conflict areas and war stricken situations. 

This is particularly true for the Bangsa Adat Alifuru, the indigenous Alifurus from Vlaluku 
that since November 1998 have become victims of a war situation that is imposed to them by 
the Indonesian military and Indonesian Jihad forces. 
A war situation that is becoming a great human tragedy in world history if international 
concern continues to fail to take adequate and timely actions. 

Four years of war by the Indonesians in Maluku had cost the lives of tens of thousands of 
our people, causing millions of IDP's (*)and refugees among the population, devastating the 
land, aiming the economy, looting and pillage of our natural resources, disturbing of our 
ecological system destructing the educational system, and ousting the original inhabitants 
from ancestral grounds and letting foreigners to settle there. 
And the war still continues. 

Indonesian oppression in Maluku is aiming at the disruption of the traditional law and 
governing system and the disempowerment of the indigenous Alifurus. 

The strength of the indigenous Alifurus is embedded in the rich culture and the adat, our 
customary traditional law systems. 
Culture is the corner stone of the existence of the indigenous Alifuru people. And the adat 
or adat istiadat the core of our culture. The adat means more than unwritten rules and 
regulations. 
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Since time immemorial it means the conduct of and attitude to life for all Alifurus. The adat 
guarantees the internal bonding of an Alifuru and the identity of each of them as an individual 
and as a clan, a tribe, a people. It regulates not only the balance among the Alifurus but also 
between the Alifurus and their surroundings. 
Preventions of adequate measures are taken if this balance is being threatened. 

Within the adat istiadai there exist this pela or gandong relationship- This is a unique 
relationship within the tradional customary law that regulates the do's and don'ts or the rights 
and responsibilities of the Alifuru as an individual and as a community to uphold integrity, 
dignity, harmony, balance and peace. 
This pela and gandong relationship transcends religion, time and distance. The customary 
relationship of the Alifurus that ensures respect, responsibility and cooperation is called 
masohL 

If the balance is disturbed the solution is sought within the regulations of the customary laws. 
Guided by this the cause of the problem must be found first through thorough and impartial 
investigation. And again through a democratic process a collective solution is to be found 
once the roots of the problem have been removed. 

Like all indigenous peoples the Alifurus also are one with nature always promoting harmony 
and balance with their surroundings. 
And are hence a peace loving people with respect for nature and their fellowman/'woman. 

The Alifuru people victims of Indonesian neo colonialism and state terrorism continue to 
believe in Peace. But Peace cannot be achieved if the cause of the war situation is not 
found and identified. The roots of the problem must be removed to pave the way for the 
indigenous Alifuru people to determine their own destiny and to regain their own ancestral 
territories to live in dignity and freedom according to their traditional customary laws before 
giving it through to the next generation. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
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